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Fire emblem echoes classes guide

A big part of the Fire Icons experience is of course all the stat management and character development shenanigans that make any RPG really soulful. A major part of it in the Agni Symbol series is character enhancement – the act of taking a character and promoting it into a stronger, better class that will be far more
useful in battle. Publicity boosts the stat with them and brings new capabilities — but promotion brings questions with it. One question is bound to be on the lips of more players than others, and was often on our lips as we played the fire symbol: the shadow of Valencia for our review, and it's a simple one that has myriad
complex answers: Just when should you promote your characters? Well, the truth is that there is no easy answer to this question - we have to explain a few things about how the game works. We'll get there, however — so let's talk about it at extension. When to promote? Read on... How class change and character
enhancement works is the main thing you need to understand about character enhancement and class changes in Fire Symbol Echoes: The Shadow of Valencia is that the game features different base figures for each class. Changes and character promotions in your class will directly affect stats, which determine almost
everything about your character in battle. Let's use Mae as an example. Mae has a pimple, and once you get her level 14 you can promote her to the priestess class. You don't need to promote Mae at level 14, but — if you want, you catch fire and promote him later at any level above that as and when you want. There
may be benefits to wait based on character and setup - we'll go into it later. Whenever you promote a unit, their level goes back to 1 in the new class. All classes and minimum class enrichment levels are breaking for here when each character class can be promoted by them as quickly as possible: Mercenary Myrmidon
(Level 7), which then promotes the dreaded fighter (Level 10) promotes Soldier Knight (Level 7), which then promotes legendary (level 10) archer sniper (level 7) Paladin promotes when Gold Knight promotes horseback riding, which promotes when Gold Knight promotes (Level 10) Pegasus Knight Falcon Knight (Level
12) promotes maulvi promotes saint (level 12) promotes male Dana Sage (level 12) promotes female Dana Priesterin (Level 14) ad. Keep scrolling as much as possible to boost units and change your classes, you've hit the required level listed above for any class, then you'll actually have to go to a specific location to
take the class change action. You found this place is at shrines - these are not difficult to find, because they are included in every one of the game's dungeons and are scattered in other places as well. If you look on the world map, the areas where a temple is available will actually have a small icon in the top right of the
information panel that you need Has been that you are there. You probably will have to Some dungeon crawling to reach a temple unless you're lucky and have easy access to one. Once you reach the temple, find and hit the boost option – we shouldn't need to explain on-screen signals beyond that! Note that all classes
in fire symbol echoes: The shadow of Valentia can only promote one other specific class – there are no branching paths or options beyond choosing to upgrade. There is a slight exception to this rule, but... Rural Promotion - How it works No branching path rules are exceptions to rural. Villagers basically hold a all-class
which can promote a number of base classes at Level 3: Male Rural: Mercenary, Soldier, Archer, Cavalry, Page (Level 3) Female Rural: Cavalry, Pegasus Knight, Maulvi, Page (Level 3) When to promote characters - should you wait for a class change, or do it right now? Given that, as mentioned above, you can promote
the characters immediately to reach the requested level, a big question is raised: when should you promote? Class change is a big deal, after all — you want to correct it. While there's really no right or wrong answer to this question, our time with the game has given us a bit of a general feel about the likes you're faced
with. First, there is definitely less a reason to wait for a boost than previous fire symbol games. This is thanks to how the figures are bumped to a unit minimum and because it's hard to gain experience (EXP) at high levels in the fire symbol: the shadow of Valencia. Compared to previous fire symbol games it's thus a bit
that there's no brainer you want to promote classes instantly. However, you still want to wait before preaching – but know that if you do that you'll take a lot of pieces to see the real benefits. Acquiring EXP at level 18 through 20 will take much longer for a small stat advantage if you boost early and gain EXP as a newly
promoted, fresh Level 1 class. When we talk about statistics being bumped from a unit minimum, what we mean is this: If you want to promote a cavalier, the sport will compare its current stats to base stats for a Paladin. Let's use attack stat as an example. The base attack state of a Paladin is 12. If you promote a
horseman with less than 12 attack, the game will hit the stat to this level. If you promote a cavalier with more than 12 strikes, they'll keep high stat. If you want to see base stats for every category in the game, take a look at our square tree/tree. Public Notice. Keep scrolling for Mora The typical example I have jesse, a
myrmidon on level 11. I can promote him now to a dreaded fighter, but should I wait? His stats already passed dreaded fighter minimum figures: boost at level 11 - HP: 39 (bumps for 40) ATK: 19 Skills: 20 SPD: 28 LCK: DEF: RES 14: MOV 7: 5 (bumps to 7) I decide to get him to a level 20 Myrmidon before promotion,
and here's your own Now: Boost at Level 20 - HP: 43 (44 for Bumps) ATK: 22 Skills: 23 SPD: 35 LCK: 22 DEF: 16 REVs: 7 MOV: 5 (7 from bumps) As you can see, His stats as a Level 1 dreaded fighter would be especially better if I wait until level 20 before promotion, but as previously noted his EXP advantage as a
high-level Myrmidon will be short of his EXP advantage as a fresh-faced Level 1 dreaded fighter. If you're willing to make it harder, it might definitely be worth waiting for the boost. MOV is a special stat that can only change the class or increase through a rare shoe item. Editor's note: At least 1 point for HP no matter
when villagers seem to be promoting, like other sections, more stat can achieve ups if you wait to promote them. However, getting a villager to level 20 early in the game is going to take a long time, and will significantly hamper you. I recommend getting a villager around level 8-10 before promoting whatever class you
choose. Rural loop there is another oddity to mention about villagers. Dreaded fighters can foster in the villagers — you read that right. Turns out it was a mess in the original Fire symbol Gaiden that was placed in this remake. The glitch became a feature. If you want, you can eventually change any unit on
hire/myrmidon/dreaded fighter route back into a villager, keeping your stats. You can also promote rejoined rural in another type of unit from there. It is hardly necessary to abuse this small asymmetry, but it is worth knowing that it is likely for those who want to try it out. Public Notice. Keep scrolling for The MoreMax
character LevelSS because it's something that's somewhat unfamiliar with the fire symbol, it's also worth us making a note on it on this page: the maximum level for character classes in the game is 20. Once you hit 20, you should really think about promoting no matter what you're doing, because there's nowhere else to
go. Upon reaching a certain level, the characters can change their orbit by visiting one of the many mixed statues located all over the country. If any of the character figures (except resistance) are lower than the base statistics of their new class, those stats will increase the base figures of the new class. Like. If Gray
promotes from a villager to a mercenary at Level 5, his skills will increase by 4 points and his speed will increase by 6 points. Property HP Atk Skl Spd Lck def Res Rural (LV5) 24944 2 4 2 Mercenary base figures 24 8 8 10 0 4 1 after changing the classes, the character level is reset 1. Class Path Note: The indicated
levels are the minimum level required to reach the next class. The main protagonist fighter LV1*» Hero Priest (Selaka) LV1*» Princess* Alm cannot change class until Cliika spoke to Halcyon during Act 4. The Sleca act changes the class automatically near the end of Act 3. Villagers (M) Rural (M) LV 3 » Mercenary LV 7
» LV 10 » Dreaded Fighter LV 10 » Rural LV3 » Soldier LV 7 » Night LV 10 » Baron - - LV3 » Archer LV 7 7 Sniper LV 10 » Bow Knight - - LV3 » Cavalier LV 7 » Paladin LV 10 » Gold Knight - - LV3 » Paler (M) LV 12 » Rishi - - - Rural (F) Rural (F) LV 3 » Cavalry LV 7 » Paladin - Gold Knight - - L V3 » Pegus Knight LV
12 » Falcon Knight - - - LV 3 » Maulvi LV 12 » Saint - - LV 3 » Dana (F) LV 14 » Priest - - Rural and Dreaded Fighter LV 1 * All characters except the requirement of rural * After buying the Lost Altars DLC overclass, characters that have reached level 20 in their final class can overclass for a powerful new class by visiting
the corresponding altar. Note: As always, all classes (except Alm and Celica) can use a Pitchfork to make class changes to rural. Destrier's Gold Knight Altar » Scogul Baron Altar Titan » Spartan Falcon Knight Altar of the Skylord » Harrier Priestesses (Not The Sinala) Altar of Sorceress » Witch-Sorcery Saint Altar Faerie
» Ideal Dreaded Fighter Altar Ogre » Yasha Knight Altar Shooter » Oliphantier Sage Altar Scholar » King » Queen of the Conqueror Princess Altar » Rezine Rigin
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